
Pecha Kucha African State Evaluation
The following is a fifty point assignment.  Google docs your evaluation to Mr Wood by Saturday May 24 
@ 11:59 PM.   More importantly than the fifty points, this assignment provides you an 
opportunity to evaluate your work, so that you can learn from and improve on it next time you 
have a similar experience.  While you may watch your production with your partner, you are to 
provide separate evaluations for grading.  

Title your google docs post with your name, the name of your country, self evaluation.

Watch your 6:40 video presentation...
The best way to improve is to practice.  The best way to practice is to first see yourself in 
action.  Think of all the film that professional and college sports teams watch.  Think of all the 
takes a director calls for in the creation of a movie.  What about all of the practice runs that 
polished speakers make before they present the final product?  Merely by watching yourself in 
action you will pick out plusses that you will highlight next time around and minuses that you 
will polish up.  You’ll improve just by reviewing the production.

1 - Evaluation of your Presentation - IN A SINGLE WORD!

2 - Your Highlights (75 word minimum)
Tell me what you think were your (the group) highlights in the presentation.  What did you do 
well?  What were your best photographs?  What was your most effective slide presentation?  
Why was it effective?

3 - Your Lowlights (75 word minimum)
Tell me what you think were your (the group) weaknesses in the presentation.  What did you 
not do as well as you had hoped?  What were your most ineffective photographs?  What was 
your most in-effective slide presentation?  Why was it ineffective?

4 - Replay (75 word minimum)
If you did this presentation - same country, same partner, same format again.  What would you 
do differently?  Why would you change it?  How would the change create a more effective 
presentation?

5 - Grade and Comment (75 word minimum)
What grade would you give yourself for this Pecha Kucha if you were the instructor?  What 
suggestions would you provide the presenter (you) in evaluating the production.  In fact for 
number five, after noting the grade, your comments should be recorded in the third person.  
Example - Mike and Nichole did this well...they could’ve improved on this.  I believe that this was 
blah, blah, and I agree with Mike that elephants have souls.  

6 - Watch one other African Pecha Kucha (75 word minimum)
Identify the presentation that you watched.  Tell me about it.  No specifics - just watch it, keep 
your own production in mind.  What did you like about it that you might use on your own in the 
future?


